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Abstract. Machine Learning (ML) decision-making algorithms are now widely
used in predictive decision-making, for example, to determine who to admit and
give a loan. Their wide usage and consequential effects on individuals led the ML
community to question and raise concerns on how the algorithms differently af-
fect different people and communities. In this paper, we study fairness issues that
arise when decision-makers use models (proxy models) that deviate from the mod-
els that depict the physical and social environment in which the decisions are sit-
uated (intended models). We also highlight the effect of obstacles on individual
access and utilization of the models. To this end, we formulate an Equity Frame-
work that considers equal access to the model, equal outcomes from the model,
and equal utilization of the model, and consequentially achieves equity and higher
social welfare than current fairness notions that aim for equality. We show how
the three main aspects of the framework are connected and provide questions to
guide decision-makers towards equitable decision-making. We show how failure to
consider access, outcome, and utilization would exacerbate proxy gaps leading to
an infinite inequity loop that reinforces structural inequities through inaccurate and
incomplete ground truth curation. We, therefore, recommend a more critical look
at the model design and its effect on equity and a shift towards equity achieving
predictive decision-making models.
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1. Introduction

Machine Learning (ML) algorithms are now heavily used in decision-making to deter-
mine who to hire, admit to a college, give a loan, among other decisions that have real-life
consequences on people. Automated decision-making allows us to track decision-making
and audit systems for fairness. However, since these algorithms use data already affected
by systematic inequalities, they reinforce and sometimes exacerbate these inequalities
(1, 2). For example, language models reveal encoded stereotypes (3, 4, 5) which can
lead to unfair decision-making (6, 7). In addition, Ensign et al. (8) shows that predic-
tive policing algorithms trained on biased historical data lead to more policing in those
areas as more misleading crime data indicates a need for more policing. Consequently,
disadvantaged groups in low-income communities are more likely to be incarcerated and
or denied bail (9, 10). These issues have inspired the ML fairness community to define,
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design, and implement algorithmic fairness notions and techniques to tackle the intro-
duction, propagation, and amplification of human biases in automated decision-making
systems.

Prior work on fairness in ML has focused on equalizing outcomes across groups and
modeled fairness violations based on the similarity between individuals and protected
groups (e.g, (11, 12)). Models focused on equalized predictive outcomes sometimes ac-
knowledge biases in historical data (13, 14, 15) used in decision-making. However, his-
torical structural inequalities like wealth, housing, and education inequities create differ-
ent obstacles for people, sometimes even within the same protected groups. These ob-
stacles present barriers that prevent full access and utilization of the models. The focus
on only equalized predictive outcomes ignores and sometimes further excludes already
marginalized2 groups.

Although several ML fairness research, for example, causal and Bayesian inference
(e.g., (16, 17, 18, 19)), fair decision-making (e.g., (20, 21, 22)) acknowledge obstacles
individuals face, the focus is mainly on changing decision-making models, for example,
to qualify obstacle-refrained individuals. We, however, argue that this only helps in the
short and not the long term because unalleviated obstacles individuals face in accessing
the model resurface in the model utilization, in which decision-makers evaluate individ-
uals on how well they utilize the model as a form of feedback to the decision-makers.
In addition, since decision-makers use models (proxy models) that deviate from the so-
cial and physical environment in which the decisions are situated (intended models), in-
equality in utilization increases as individuals are likely to face unforeseen obstacles un-
alleviated during decision-making. This discrepancy increases the chances of curating
incomplete, inaccurate, and skewed ground truth.

Example 1.1. (Pretrial/Bail Assessment Model) First, most bail models use a model
function like Public Safety Assessment (PSA) algorithm (23) to determine who to give
or deny bail. The function uses features: “age at current arrest”, “current charges”,
“pending charges”, “prior misdemeanor conviction”, “prior felony conviction”, “prior
violent conviction”, “prior failure to appear in past two years”, “record of failing to ap-
pear”, and “record sentences to incarceration”. An individual facing obstacles like lack
of good representation might not have an invested lawyer to accurately layout/dispute
current criminal charges and imposed criminal history, for example, when they add the
defendant’s parents’ charges to their sentences (24). Another might live in a neighbor-
hood with higher chances of rearrest, thus leading to high accumulative crime history.
Often, when people are released, some have to go to halfway houses or get a probation or
parole officer (PPO) residing in the same place they got convicted, and or in poor neigh-
borhoods surrounded by crime (25, 26, 27) and a higher likelihood of false arrests due
to frequent patrol (8). These obstacles disproportionately affect some groups than others,
and thus leading to a high level of unequal access to the bail model. Therefore, decision-
makers should ask themselves: with this choice of predictive features: current charges,
criminal history, and record of failing to appear, among others who is more(less) likely
to access this model? Who is more likely to be gain(lose) by it?

2We use the terms marginalized and disadvantaged interchangeably to mean individuals facing relatively
high levels of obstacles that deter them from full access and utilization of the decision-making models due to
historical inequities. The term advantaged refers to individuals who don’t face or face few obstacles to access
or utilize the decision-making models.
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Second, to determine whether someone is a true or false positive, the bail model relies
on whether someone appears for their trial in court. However, the proxy model used
doesn’t capture features that might determine whether someone reappears, for example,
“support system”, “financial stability”, “occupation”, “living conditions”, and “work-
ing internet-connected mobile phone”. However, an intended model with a model func-
tion “likely to reappear in court” and those features would have been a better predic-
tor. Using the intended model function and features that depict the social and physical
environment that decisions are situated helps highlight obstacles that might lead to indi-
viduals not fully utilizing the model and appearing as false positive. For example, insuf-
ficient support from PPOs due to heavy case-loads (28), non-flexible jobs with no time
off, or even being too busy to remember the court date (23, 29) might be highlighted and
alleviated.

Therefore, while lots of work has gone into understanding decision-making systems
and making them fairer, for example, the push towards no money bail (30, 31), especially
for misdemeanors, we highlight how harmful mismanaged delayed evaluation models
can be. We show how the difference between proxy models and the intended models that
depict the physical and social environments that the decisions are situated differently
affects different people and factors tremendously in the curation of future proxy model
ground truth. When ignored and misunderstood, the proxy gap makes it harder to diag-
nose problems accurately, find equitable solutions, and implement policies that help the
most disadvantaged.

Our Contributions are summarized as follows:

1. We show how obstacles, a result of historical inequities, create the implicit and
explicit barriers that deter individuals from accessing and fully utilizing models
(sec.2 and sec.3). With an example, we show that it’s possible to achieve equal
outcomes without equal access, which further marginalizes already marginalized
groups, thus reinforcing structural inequities.

2. We differentiate immediate evaluation models from delayed ones and show how
the proxy gap between proxy and intended models negatively affects model uti-
lization, future ground truth curation, and long-term fairness. We supplement our
mathematical formulations with examples (sec.2 and sec.3).

3. We define the Equity Framework motivated by Almond (32) and connect all three
of its aspects; equal access, equal outcomes, and equal utilization. Lastly, we pro-
vide curated questions to guide decision-makers toward equitable decision-making
(sec.4).

A key insight from our work is that equal outcomes as a fairness notion is not enough
to address disparities arising from the discrepancy between the proxy and intended mod-
els in delayed evaluation systems and different obstacles individuals face to access and
utilize models. Generally, our model does a better job of finding inequitable aspects of
the model and setting a path to more equitable decision-making than fair outcome-based
predictive models. We, therefore, argue for a shift in fairness literature to consider fair-
ness beyond predictive model outcomes. We hope our work pivots the discussion on fair
predictive decision-making from equality to equity and becomes a yardstick for decision-
makers to check their models for equitable decision-making.
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Related Work To achieve equalized fair decision-making, researchers have proposed
several metrics under the umbrella of group fairness and individual fairness. Group fair-
ness ensures positive or negative parity in the treatment of protected groups (11, 33),
and individual fairness ensures similar treatment of similar individuals per the decision-
making model (34). However, historical structural inequalities like wealth, housing, and
education inequities create obstacles which present barriers that prevent full utilization
and access to models. Focusing on only equalized predictive outcomes ignores and some-
times further marginalizes already historically excluded groups.

Some researchers have highlighted the issues of access disparities among popula-
tions. For example, strategic classification (e.g, (35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42)) shows
how people’s reactions to the decision-making model highlights the differences in ac-
cess through costs people incur. Although our framing of obstacles is quite analogous
to budget framing in strategic classification, we formulate obstacles more generally, and
the alleviation of obstacles strictly makes things better, that is to say, the obstacle-free
feature values, z dominate the obstacle-refrained feature values x and the obstacle-free
label y′ is not necessarily equal to the obstacle-refrained label, y. Relatedly, another body
of work that highlights obstacles individuals face is causal and Bayesian inference (e.g.,
(16, 17, 18, 19)). However, instead of ensuring equal access, the focus is mainly on re-
defining decision-making models, by, for example, changing accuracy metrics, weights
of different features, or features used, among other interventions to qualify obstacle-
refrained individuals. In our work, we show that while redefining decision-making mod-
els might grant the obstacle-refrained individuals a foot in the door, these obstacles resur-
face in the evaluation phase, leading to further marginalization of the disadvantaged
groups.

Just like one of the main aspects of the Equity Framework, Rawls (43) asserts that to
achieve fairness, individuals with the same level of talent, ability, and willingness to use
those gifts should have a fair chance at reaching desirable positions without the obstacles
of their social class and background. While the concept of equity in machine learning
is relatively new and mostly foreign, equity has been a goal for many reforms in justice
(44), health (32), and education (45) systems. Recently, however, the concept has started
taking shape and has drawn a few researchers to it. For example, Kasy and Abebe (46)
takes the causal perspective to show that while predictive parity might achieve fairness
across groups, it might perpetuate inequality within groups and legitimize the status quo.
In doing so, Kasy and Abebe (46) brings forward new questions on the power distribu-
tions between and within groups as it relates to decision-making systems. Suresh and
Guttag (47)’s major contribution is a framework for identifying biases that arise due to
the historical context within which the ML development pipeline is situated. Similar to
ours, their (Suresh and Guttag (47)) framework, a push towards more equitable decision-
making highlights the downstream harms and how they manifest in model building, eval-
uation, and deployment processes.

In addition, similar to our work, Hoffmann (48), Green (49) and Davis et al. (50)
highlight the failure of the current algorithmic fairness discourse in addressing the his-
torical factors and consequential distributions that led to unfairness in the first place. We
complement this critical work by formalizing the divergence from the models decision-
makers use and those that depict the physical and social environment in which the de-
cisions are situated, and providing a framework to diagnose a decision-making system
for potential equity failures at different stages, before deployment (equal access), during
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deployment (equal outcomes), and after deployment (equal utilization). More closely re-
lated to our work is Mehrabi et al. (51), who attempts to formalize equity by equalizing
the sum of historical plus future outcomes of one group to another to compensate for
observed historical biases in the data. However, unlike Mehrabi et al. (51), we focus on
ensuring obstacles caused by historical biases are alleviated to achieve equal access to
the model. In our work, motivated by Almond (32), who defines equity as insurance that
barriers that could deter some people from having full access to the available resources
are alleviated, we argue that if obstacles are not alleviated, they resurface in utilization,
thus widening the inequity gap.

Apart from forgetting to check for and ensure access, decision-makers more of-
ten than not use proxy models instead of intended decision-making models. This is
mainly due to bounded rationality (52), past experiences and biased view of the world
(53, 54, 55, 56), difficulty articulating what they want to measure (57, 58), among others.
The ignorance of the discrepancy between proxy and intended models increases unequal
utilization and curation of biased ground truth.

Several researchers have studied the origin, diversity, and accuracy of ground truth
data used in decision-making and its effect on predictions and different populations. For
example, Buolamwini and Gebru (59) showed that bias in ground truth was one of the
leading causes of higher error rates on dark-skinned women than other protected groups.
To better understand the origin of ground truth, Gebru et al. (60) formulated a way for
researchers to ensure responsible data collection and documentation. Jacobs and Wallach
(61), Jaton (62), Søgaard et al. (63), Cabitza et al. (64) and Chehdi and Cariou (65)
have contested and questioned the validity of ground truth, and Aka et al. (66) proposed
models of measuring bias in classification independent of ground truth. Our work adds
to this body of work to show how the gap between proxy and intended model leads
to faulty, inaccurate, and incomplete ground truth curation. We also provide a way to
measure these proxy gaps and present a novel idea of an Equity Framework whose aim
is to ensure equal model access, outcome, and utilization and facilitate efficient auditing
of deployed models for equity.

2. Preliminaries

To understand the main attributes of the Equity Framework; access, outcomes, and uti-
lization of the model, we provide an overview on obstacles and proxy gaps.

2.1. Obstacles

In this paper, we define obstacles as the implicit and explicit barriers that deter indi-
viduals from effectively interacting with the decision-making model. We assume that
the decision-maker uses features as inputs to their models, and barriers implicitly and
explicitly affect these inputs. An individual with feature representation z ∈ Rd , will in-
stead have feature representation x ∈ Rd due to obstacles faced when interacting with
the decision-making model. For example, a work-study student with knowledge of test
scores factoring greatly in their performance is less likely to prepare adequately or
attend enough discussions and will have feature representation x instead of z due to
lack of ample time. The student doesn’t show up to the model as they could have,
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had their obstacles been alleviated. We say that z dominates x, that is z � x because,
∀i ∈ [d],zi ≥ xi and ∃i ∈ [d],zi > xi.
Mathematically, we represent obstacles as: O(x,z) = 〈α,z−x〉 ∈ R≥0 where α ∈ Rd is
how much the implicit and explicit barriers constrain an individual from effectively inter-
acting with the decision-making model. To improve an individual’s access to the model
means alleviating these obstacles, O(x,z), such that the likelihood, P(Y |X ) of effective
interaction with the model increases P(Y = 1|X = z)≥ P(Y = 1|X = x).

The assumption that alleviating the obstacles leads to z dominating x and improves
the likelihood of desirable prediction might not capture all the complexities of inequities
effects on individuals and relationships of features to labels. Future works could explore
a more generalized formulation. Additionally, within any decision-making system, there
could be several obstacles to the access and utilization of the model, most specific to the
decision to be made. We assume a finite number of obstacles that directly affect access
to and utilization of any given decision-making system. We imagine to be obstacles a
decision-maker has full knowledge of and can create policies to alleviate said obstacles.

2.2. Proxy gap

In some ML predictive decision-making systems, evaluation is immediate and straight-
forward, e.g., after predicting a cat from the image, the ML decision-maker only has to
compare the picture with the prediction to know if it’s a true or false positive. However,
in most systems, evaluation is not immediate and often done with a separate model, e.g.,
in tasks like predicting loan worthiness, the decision-maker only knows who is a true or
false positive after the decisions take form in the social and physical environment. We
therefore, define the proxy model as the model decision-makers use for making decisions
and the intended model as the evaluation model that depicts the physical and social en-
vironment in which the decisions take form. Because these two models often diverge,
we measure the gap between them. In this work, we define the proxy gap as the discrep-
ancy between the proxy model and the intended model. We consider three kinds of proxy
gaps: feature proxy gap measures the discrepancy between proxy features and intended
features, label proxy gap measures the discrepancy between proxy label function3 and
the intended label function, and obstacle proxy gap measures the discrepancy between
access obstacles and utilization obstacles.

3. Attributes of the Equity Framework

In this section we give a detailed description of the attributes of the Equity Framework
—equal access, outcome, and utilization—, their formulations and how they are related.

3.1. Equal Access

If a decision-making model, f , is such that individuals face obstacles, O f (x,z), that hin-
der their effective interaction with the model, it becomes an equal access model when

3For language simplicity, we sometimes use “label” instead of “label function” or “model function”. The
term (decision-making) model defines a decision-making system that takes in features and obstacles, has a set
of policies to alleviate the obstacles individuals face to access and utilize the model, and has a class of label
functions that output decisions.
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obstacles all individuals face are alleviated. The model’s policy, Φ, ensures that the ob-
stacles each of the individual faces are reduced to 0. Therefore, Φ is defined as,

Φ(O f (x,z),δ ) = max{O f (x,z)−δ ,0}

Here δ ≥ 0 is the decision-maker’s resource budget for alleviating obstacles individuals
face, where O f (x,z)
 δ implies a surplus of resources.

Definition 3.1. (Model access) Given a model, f , assume each individual, i, faces ob-
stacles O f ,i to access the model. An individual achieves full access to the model if they
either face no obstacles to access the model, O f ,i(x f ,i,z f ,i) = 0 or if the model checks for
and alleviates all the obstacles an individual, i ,faces, Φ f (O f (x f ,i,z f ,i),δ ) = 0. Model
access based on whether individuals have full access to the model is defined as,

Ψ( f ) =
∑n

i=1 1{Φ f (O f ,i(x f ,i,z f ,i),δ )=0}
n

Therefore, if Ψ( f ) = 1, the model, f , has equal access. Additionally, during decision-
making, the individual (removed i to avoid notation clutter) reveals themselves as xrev

f
and the decision-maker sees them as yrev

f , where,

(xrev
f ,yrev

f ) =

⎧
⎨

⎩

(z f ,y
′
f ), if O f (x f ,z f ) = 0 or Φ f (O f (x f ,z f ),δ ) = 0

(x f ,y f ), o/w

Example 3.1. Individuals in different domains face different obstacles to access the
models in those domains. For example, participant 8 in a subject study conducted by
Mercer et al. (67) to assess the impact of term-time employment on students, said “I get
less time to focus on my assignments and to do my reading and prepare for my lectures.”
Because they simultaneously work and study, they don’t perform as they should have if
they had a scholarship or financial aid (policy).

3.2. Equal Outcomes

Fairness in predictive outcomes has been well covered in the algorithmic fairness liter-
ature. In this paper we adopt equalized odds (EO) (68) fairness metric as a measure of
model outcomes. Other parity measures for example, demographic parity (69), accuracy
parity (70) can be used.

Consider a binary classification setting and population distribution, D of size n. Each
individual with protected group membership grp ∈ G = {0,1} reveals features xrev ∈
X rev ⊆ Rd , and has a label yrev ∈Y rev = {0,1}. To make a prediction, a decision maker
employs a model function, h : X rev → Y rev that generalizes with minimal accuracy
loss, minh∈H L(h,D) where H is the set of all possible model functions and L(h,D) is
the loss function. Throughout this paper, for simplification and WLOG, we assume that
there is one protected feature. We define EO violation as [P(h(xrev) = 1|yrev = 1, grp =
0)−P(h(xrev) = 1|yrev = 1, grp = 1)]+[P(h(xrev) = 1|yrev = 0, grp = 0)−P(h(xrev) =
1|yrev = 0, grp = 1)]
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Definition 3.2. (Model outcomes) We define the outcomes of the model, f as Ω( f ) =
EO violation. If the EO violation = 0, the model outcomes, Ω( f ) = 1, indicating that the
model achieves equal outcomes.

Example 3.2. An example of a model with unequal outcomes is the Propublica model
in which the model function in the Prater-Borden case (71) was “particularly likely to
falsely flag black defendants as future criminals, wrongly labeling them this way at al-
most twice the rate as white defendants” (71).

3.2.1. Model outcomes and access

To illustrate how model access relates to model outcomes, let’s assume we have two
individuals, a and b, and two models: an equal access model, f ′, and an unequal ac-
cess model, f ′′, whose label functions respectively are, h′(xrev) = 1, if ‖xrev‖ ≥ 5.5, and
0 otherwise and h′′(xrev) = 1, if ‖xrev‖ ≥ 6, and 0 otherwise. Person a faced with obsta-
cles to access f ′ and f ′′ and b not faced with obstacles to access both models.

With the unequal access model, a reveals xa = (5,0), and is predicted as h′′(xa) = 0,
and with the equal access model, a reveals za = (6,0) and h′(za) = 1. On the other hand,
b doesn’t face obstacles to present themselves to both models, and their feature values
xb = zb = (6,0). Person b is predicted as h′(zb) = 1 and h′′(xb) = 1. From the example,
since both model functions rely on information they receive, they achieve equal outcomes
even though f ′′ doesn’t ensure equal access.

The example shows that for any equal access model f ′, there is an unequal access
and equal outcome model f ′′, such that; Ψ( f ′′)< Ψ( f ′) and Ω( f ′′) = Ω( f ′). Therefore,
with equality fairness notions like equalized odds, the model function because it relies
on received data can appear to achieve fairness when it’s actually exacerbating inequity
through unequal access. This setting further marginalizes disadvantaged groups, and the
problem is decision-makers don’t even realize the gravity of the error. We, therefore, urge
the ML fairness community to check for equal access before equal outcomes.

3.3. Equal Utilization

Setting Assume a given proxy model, P, with a model function, hP ∈ HP : X rev
P →

Y rev
P , is trained on proxy features xrev

P ∈X rev
P ⊆Rd and proxy target labels yrev

P ∈Y rev
P =

{0,1}. Assume the trained model function achieves maximal accuracy with minimal loss,
minhP∈HP L(hP,DP), where L(·) is the loss function. The best trained proxy model func-
tion, hP, is then tested in the wild on new arriving individuals. The arriving individuals
have similar proxy feature variables as those considered in training, X rev

PT . Individuals
are faced by access obstacles OP : XP×XP →R≥0, and depending on whether the proxy
model has equal access or not determines xrev

PT ∈ X rev
PT as described in Section 3.1. The

trained proxy model, hP, then predicts them as yPT ∈ Y rev
PT .

Let all the individual qualified by the proxy model be in B, such that, ∀i ∈
{1, · · · ,m}, yrev

PT,i = 1, where m = |B|. To evaluate full utilization, we assume a pre-
existing intended model, T with trained model function hT ∈HT : X rev

T →Y rev
T , trained

on intended features X rev
T ⊆ RD and intended target labels Y rev

T = {0,1}. To evaluate
how well individuals in B utilize the model, decision-makers have to wait for the de-
cisions to take form in the physical and social environment. In attempting to utilize the
model, individuals might face utilization obstacles OT : XT ×XT → R≥0. Depending
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Figure 1.: The explicit proxy decision-making model (light blue) is trained on ground
truth and tested in the wild. All positively classified individuals from the proxy model are
evaluated for utilization using the implicit intended model (light grey). Decision-makers
ignorant of the proxy gap, use the utilization feedback Y rev

T T and proxy features X rev
PT to

curate ground truth (red lines).

on whether the intended model alleviates utilization obstacles or not determines how in-
dividuals in B reveal themselves to the intended model as described in Section 3.1. Indi-
viduals in B reveal themselves as xrev

T T ∈ X rev
T T whose variables are similar to X rev

T and
the intended model function then predicts them as yT T ∈ Y rev

T T .

Definition 3.3. (Model utilization) A proxy model qualified individual, i ∈ [m], achieves
full model utilization if and only if they remain qualified in the physical and social envi-
ronment in which the model takes form. That is to say, yrev

PT,i = yrev
T T,i = 1. Model utilization

ζ ( f ), is then defined as

ζ ( f ) =
∑m

i=1 1{yrev
PT,i=yrev

T T,i}
m

A model, f , therefore has equal utilization if ζ ( f ) = 1.

Example 3.3. First, Turiel and Aste (72) separated loan-worthy from non-loan worth
individuals. They then used the intended model to determine if loan-worthy individuals
∀i ∈ {1, · · · ,m}, yrev

PT,i = 1 were true positive (paid back the loan) or false positive (de-
faulted on the loan). Analysis showed that 15%−20% didn’t fully utilize the model, that
is to say, they defaulted on the loan and their yrev

T T was 0.

Ground truth curation Other than higher chances of unequal utilization, one of the
biggest spillover effects of ignorance of the discrepancy between intended model and
proxy model in delayed evaluation models is incorrect and incomplete ground truth cu-
ration. Decision-makers oblivious to the intended model and it’s influence on how in-
dividuals predicted positive by the proxy model utilize the model, use the proxy model
features X rev

PT and intended model labels Y rev
T T to curate ground truth as shown with red

lines in Figure 1. Because of this, the next trained proxy model is trained on incomplete
ground truth that falsely portrays obstacle restrained individuals, doesn’t capture true
feedback from the model deployment in the wild, and consequently leads to inequities.

3.3.1. Feature, label and obstacle proxy gaps

For readability, we eliminate the superscript rev from the definitions of the proxy gaps.
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Feature proxy gap The feature proxy gap, ΓX (XP,XT )∈ {0,1}D, where D is the num-
ber of intended features, defines how different the proxy model features variables are
from the intended model feature variables.

Therefore, ∀i ∈ [D], ΓX (XP,XT )i =

⎧
⎨

⎩

0, if for i, ∃ j : XT [i]≡ XP[ j]

1, o/w

When ΓX (XP,XT ) = (0, · · · ,0) ∈ RD = 0D, the feature proxy gap is non-existent.

Example 3.4. (High feature proxy gap) Assume the proxy model function uses features
{a,b,c} and intended model function uses featured {u,v,w}. Now, if feature u is such that
none of the features {a,b,c} is exactly similar to u, then ΓX (XP,XT )1 = 1. Similarly, if
the same applies to features v and w, then the feature proxy gap ΓX (XP,XT ) = (1,1,1),
indicating that none of the features used in the proxy model is exactly similar to those in
the intended model. For example, assume a bail model determining whether or not defen-
dant reappears in court uses proxy model features ”criminal history”, “current crime”,
and “age at arrest” and the intended model features “job”, “support system”, “financial
stability” will have a feature proxy gap ΓX (XP,XT ) = (1,1,1).

Label proxy gap To compute the label proxy gap we first compute the feature impor-
tance scores for each model’s features. Assume hP and hT are the same class of functions,
for example both are logistic regression models. Let ωP be the feature importance scores
of proxy model function hP, and let ωT be the feature importance scores of intended
model function hT . The label proxy gap is then ΓL(hP,hT ) ∈ RD, where D is the number
of intended features. Therefore; ∀i ∈ [D],

ΓL(hP,hT )i =

⎧
⎨

⎩

ωT,i −ωP, j, if for i, ∃ j : XT [i]≡ XP[ j] & sign(ωT,i) = sign(ωP, j)

ωT,i, o/w

When ΓL(hP,hT ) = (0, · · · ,0)∈RD = 0D, then the label proxy gap is non-existent. While
the difference between feature importance scores might be the best indication of the
discrepancy of the value of the different features to the proxy and intended models, our
formulation might not generalize well to all model settings.

Claim 3.1. If ΓX (XP,XT ) �= 0D, then ΓL(hP,hT ) �= 0D and ΓX (XP,XT ) = 0D does not
imply ΓL(hP,hT ) = 0D.

Proof. From the definitions of the feature proxy gap, ΓX (XP,XT ), and label proxy
gap, ΓL(hP,hT ), we can see that if the ΓX (XP,XT ) �= 0D, then the label proxy gap,
ΓL(hP,hT ) �= 0D since ∃i, such that ΓL(hP,hT )i = ωT,i.

If the feature proxy gap, ΓX (XP,XT ) = 0D, then assuming the feature importance
scores of the proxy model ωP and intended model ωT are equal, then the label proxy
label ΓL(hP,hT ) = 0D. However, if the feature importance scores are not equal, then
∀i ∈ [D], ΓL(hP,hT )i = ωT,i −ωP, j.
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Obstacle gap Access obstacles are those alleviated in accessing the proxy model, and
utilization obstacles are those alleviated in utilizing the intended model. The obstacle
gap looks at how different utilization obstacles are from the access obstacles. The bigger
the feature proxy gap, the higher the obstacle gap. Additionally, since determining model
utilization is implicit, utilization obstacles are less likely to be alleviated as the decision-
maker might not be aware of the extent of the effect of their existence. Therefore an
increase in the obstacle gap likely increases unequal utilization.

4. Equity Modelling

In a one-shot setting, the decision-maker makes a decision and then verifies the correct-
ness of those decisions. In immediate evaluation models, the decision-maker immedi-
ately evaluates the correctness of their decision, for example, the prediction of a dog
could be verified by crosschecking the prediction with the dog image. In delayed evalu-
ation, the decision-maker waits until the decision takes form in the physical and social
environment to verify their decision.

The Equity Framework draws attention to some of the unrealized consequences of
delayed evaluation in which positively qualified individuals are evaluated by different
models. It’s crucial to assess model utilization which evaluates whether an individual is
a true or false positive, and effects of alleviation of access and utilization obstacles, and
model outcomes. To best help decision-makers plan for equitable decision-making, we
provide a summary of questions in table Table 1 that decision-makers should consider
when creating an equitable delayed evaluation decision-making model.

5. Conclusion

In this work, we highlighted the main components —equal model access, outcome,
and utilization— of achieving equitable decision-making. We argue that since decision-
makers are likely to choose models that deviate from those that depict the social and
physical environment decisions are situated, relying solely on existing outcome-focused
fairness metrics without alleviating access and utilization obstacles is harmful as it leads
to wrong, biased and incomplete ground truth and consequently, a cycle of inequalities
feeding and reinforcing historical biases.
While our formulations focus on strict equal outcomes, equal access, and equal utiliza-
tion, we note that this might be hard to achieve in practice. Additionally, to mathemat-
ically define obstacles and how they hinder access and utilization, we assumed that the
effects of obstacles individuals face could only be seen directly in feature values. Fu-
ture works could explore varied and robust identification and alleviation of obstacles.
Although formally defining equitable decision-making is complex, our work attempts to
draw concepts to make the definition more concrete and lay a foundation for defining
equity in ML for predictive decision-making. We hope to spark a conversation about
what fairness should entail. That decision-makers try to ensure individuals have equal
access and outcomes from the models and fully utilize the models. We believe the pro-
cess is expensive and non-trivial, and therefore hope that the Equity Framework helps
decision-makers have checkpoints for what their model does or doesn’t achieve en route
to equitable decision-making.
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Guiding questions for an equitable decision-making model

Task Questions

Proxy model
diagnosis and or
selection

1) What class of model functions would be the best to use, HP?

2) What features will be the most predictive?

3) Given a selection of features, XP, what access obstacles, OP, will indi-
viduals face to access this model?

4) Who is most likely to face the most (fewest) access obstacles?

5) Which policy can alleviate the obstacles individuals face? Do I have the
policy, ΦP, to alleviate the obstacles? What is the model access ΨP?

6) How well does the model function perform on individuals in different
groups, Ω(P) ?

7) How would a change in features affect accuracy, obstacles faced, and
model access ΨP ?

8) How well does this model reflect the physical and social environment in
which decisions take form?

9) Does the chosen model achieve equal access or optimal access threshold
score?

Evaluation model
diagnosis and or
selection

1) What class of evaluation model functions would be the best to use, HT ?

2) What are features I am I using for evaluation? What is the feature proxy
gap, ΓX (XP,XT )?

3) What is the label proxy gap, ΓL(hP,hT )?

4) Given a selection of evaluation features, XT , what utilization obstacles
will individuals face to utilize the model?

5) What is the obstacle gap?

6) Who is most likely to face the most (fewest) utilization obstacles?

7) If I changed the features, would that increase (decrease) the accuracy of
evaluation results and increase (decrease) utilization obstacles faced?

8) Which policy can alleviate the utilization obstacles individuals face? Do
I have the policy, ΦT , to alleviate the utilization obstacles?

9) How well does the evaluation model function perform on individuals in
different groups?

10) Does the chosen model achieve equal utilization or optimal utilization
threshold score?

Ground truth
diagnosis and or
curation

1) Given the obstacle gap, label proxy gap, ΓL(hP,hT ), and feature proxy
gap, ΓX (XP,XT ), should I use proxy or evaluation model features/labels or
both?

2) If I choose these features/labels, given utilization, ζ (P), access, Ψ(P), and
outcome, Ω(P), who is most likely to be misrepresented in the new ground
truth? Do I exhaustively capture obstacles individuals face?

Table 1.: Questions decision-makers should, at the minimum, ask themselves
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